Structural balance theory affirms that signed social networks, i.e., graphs whose signed edges represent friendly/hostile interactions among individuals, tend to be organized so as to avoid conflictual situations, corresponding to cycles of negative parity. Using an algorithm for ground state calculation in large-scale Ising spin glasses, in this paper we compute the global level of balance of very large on-line social networks, and verify that currently available networks are indeed extremely balanced. This property is explainable in terms of the high degree of skewness of the sign distributions on the nodes of the graph. In particular, individuals linked by a large majority of negative edges create mostly "apparent disorder", rather than true "frustration".
On-line social networks are examples of large-scale communities of interacting individuals in which local ties between users (friend, fan, colleague, but also friend/foe, trust/distrust, etc.) give rise to a complex, multidimensional web of aggregated social behavior [1, 2, 3, 4]. For such complex networks, the emergence of global properties from local interactions is an intriguing subject, so far investigated mostly at structural and topological level [5, 6, 7, 8, 2] . In social network theory [9, 10, 11], however, the content of the relationships is often even more important than their topology, and this calls for the development of novel analytical and computational tools, able to extrapolate contentrelated features out of the set of interactions of a social community. This is particularly challenging when, as in social networks retrieved from on-line media, the size of the community is very big, of the order of 10 5 individuals or higher. A global property that has recently attracted some attention [12, 13, 1, 14] is determining the structural balance of a signed social network. Structural (or social) balance theory was first formulated by Heider [15] in order to understand the structure and origin of tensions and conflicts in a network of individuals whose mutual relationships are characterizable in terms of friendship and hostility. It was modeled in terms of signed graphs by Cartwright and Harary [16] , see [11, 10] for an overview of the theory. The nodes of the graph represent users and the positive/negative edges their friendly/hostile relationships. It has been known for some time how to interpret structural balance on such networks [16] : the potential source of tensions are the cycles of the graph (i.e., the closed paths beginning and ending on the same node), notably those of negative sign (i.e., having an odd number of negative edges). It follows that the concept of balance is not related to the actual number of negative edges on the cycles but only to their parity, see Fig. 1 for an illustration on basic graphs. In particular, a signed graph is exactly balanced (i.e., tensions are completely absent) if and only if all its cycles are positive [16] . As such, structural balance is intrinsically a property of the network as a whole, not fragmentable into elementary subgraphs.
From a computational point of view, verifying if a signed undirected network is exactly balanced is an easy problem, which can be answered in polynomial time [17, 18, 19] . When instead a graph is not exactly balanced, one can compute a distance to exact balance, i.e., a measure of the amount of unbalance in the network. The most plausible distance is given by the least number of edges that must be dropped (or changed of sign) in order for the graph to become exactly balanced [16, 20, 21] . Computing this distance (called the "line index of balance" in [20, 21] ) is an NP-hard problem, equivalent to a series of well-known problems, such as
• computing the ground state of a (nonplanar) Ising spin glass [22] ;
• solving a MAX-CUT problem [23, 24] ;
• solving a MAX-2XORSAT problem [25] .
The equivalence with energy minimization of a spin glass has for example been highlighted recently in [26] (see also [27, 28] ). In this context, a negative cycle is denoted a frustration, and frustrations are the trademark of complex energy landscapes, with many local minima whose structure and organization has been so far explored only in special cases. For instance, the case studied in [28] , the fully connected graph, is unrealistic for real social networks, which usually have heterogeneous connectivity degrees. As a matter of fact, for what concerns the on-line signed social networks currently available (see Materials and Methods for a description), only an analysis of local, low-dimensional motifs has been carried out so far [12, 13] . This amounts essentially to the enumeration of the triangles and to their classification into frustrated / not frustrated, see [13, 1] . An alternative approach is taken in [18] , where spectral properties of the Laplacian are investigated. For connected signed graphs, the magnitude of the smallest eigenvalue of the Laplacian is indicative of how unbalanced a network is, i.e., of how much frustration is encoded in the cycles of the networks.
Both approaches provide useful information in order to understand the structural balance of signed social networks. Yet, this information is partial and unsatisfactory. The small motif analysis, for example, only identifies the frustration on the smallest possible groups of interacting users, but overlooks more long-range conflicts associated to longer cycles (and larger communities), see Fig. 1(b) for an example. The spectral approach, on the contrary, gives an idea of the overall amount of frustration of the network, but does not provide any information on which relationships remain unbalanced. In terms of spin glasses, solving the problem globally and identifying the residual ineliminable tensions means computing the ground state(s) of a heterogeneous Ising spin glass, with bimodal bond distribution. For this class of problems, algorithms have been benchmarked only on graphs of size up to a few thousands nodes. An overview of the state of the art for spin glass ground state search is available in [29, 30] , and for MAX-CUT in [31, 23, 24, 32] .
We have recently introduced a novel efficient heuristic for ground state search on signed graphs. This method is presented in [33] in the context of monotonicity of biological networks. It is based on the application of equivalence transformations to the signed graph, called gauge transformations in the spin glass literature [34] , or switching equivalences in the theory of signed graphs [35] . The aim of these transformations is essentially to eliminate the so-called apparent disorder from the graph, while preserving the original frustration. Practically, this leads to the reduction of the number of negative edges in the graph, see Fig. 1(c) , which simplifies the calculation of global balance. Our algorithm has proved capable of reaching very low energies on extremely large graphs. For two of the three signed networks reported in this study, in particular, our calculations are essentially exact (upper and lower bounds on the computed global balance differ by less than 1%).
Structural balance theory affirms that human societies tend to avoid tensions and conflictual relations. In a signed graph this translates into a level of balance higher than expected, given the network structure. The level of balance achieved by a network depends on the connectivity of the graph, on the percentage of negative edges and, most of all, on the distribution of these negative edges on the graph. Partial hints that social networks currently available are more balanced than expected are provided by both the small motif screening of [13, 1] and the spectral analysis of [18] , and are confirmed by our analysis. In particular, on the social networks analyzed in this work we show that the chance that a null model has the level of balance of the true networks is essentially equal to zero. For all three networks, the level of balance turns out to be even less than the Shannon bound one obtains developing a rate-distortion theory for the null models [36, 25, 37] . What makes our signed networks so balanced is the skewed distribution of the signs of the edges on the users: users with a large majority of friends but also users with a large majority of enemies are not causing any significant frustration. In particular, when an individual is unanimously tagged as "enemy" by the other users, all the corresponding negative edges disappear if we apply a gauge transformation. As gauge transformations do not alter the sign of the cycles, it implies that these negative edges are indeed not contributing to the frustration but only to the apparent disorder, as in a so-called Mattis system [26] . In terms of social network theory, this means that individuals manifestly recognized as enemies do not add to the structural tension of a community. The notion of gauge transformation is instrumental to understand this important feature of our social networks.
Computation of global balance A signed network is a graph in which the nodes are the users and the edges are their bipartite relationships. In this paper the relationships are always represented as mutual, i.e., the edges are undirected. For the 3 on-line social networks discussed in this paper (see Table 1 and the Material and Methods Section for details), this is largely an acceptable assumption. Practically, if Jij ∈ {±1} = B2 is the edge between the nodes si and sj of the graph, computing global balance means assigning a +1 or a −1 to all the nodes so as to minimize the energy functional
where the summation runs over all adjacent pairs of nodes and
n 2 i.e., si ∈ {±1}, i = 1, . . . , n, with n = number of nodes. When Jij represents friendship (Jij = +1) each term in [ 1 ] gives a zero contribution if sign(si) = sign(sj) and a +1 contribution if sign(si) = −sign(sj), while when Jij represents hostility (Jij = −1) the summand is zero if sign(si) = −sign(sj) and +1 otherwise. The network is exactly balanced when there exists s ∈ B n 2 such that all terms in [ 1 ] can be made simultaneously equal to zero. Call J the n × n matrix of entries Jij . As the signed graph is undirected, its adjacency matrix J is symmetric: Jij = Jji. Up to a constant, [ 1 ] can be identified with the Hamiltonian of a so-called (heterogeneous) Edwards-Anderson spin glass, with bimodal bond distribution [38] . For connected signed graphs, if ki is the connectivity degree of the i-th node, and K = diag(k1, . . . , kn), then [ 1 ] is exactly balanced if and only if the smallest eigenvalue of the Laplacian L = K − J is equal to 0 [18] . If this is not the case, then necessarily no choice of s can render all terms in [ 1 ] simultaneously zero:
Computing the global balance of the network then means solving the following boolean optimization problem
where m is the number of edges, m = P n i=1 ki/2. In correspondence of so = argmin s∈B n 2 h(s), the residual positive terms in [ 1 ] correspond to the least number of unbalanced pairwise relationships between nodes (i.e., the frustrations of the spin glass Hamiltonian [ 1 ] in its ground state).
The enormous dimension of the configuration space (2 n ) makes the problem [ 2 ] hard to solve. As a matter of fact, MAX-CUT is one of those problems for which currently existing heuristics are normally tested only on small-medium benchmark problems, of the order of 10 3 nodes [31, 23, 24] . The novel heuristic we have introduced in [33] is however able to produce fairly tight upper and lower bounds for δ (henceforth δup and δ low ) also for very large signed graphs. This new local search algorithm is described in some detail in the Supplementary Notes and in [33] . The outcome of the algorithm is a gauge transformation of the adjacency matrix J into the equivalent Jσ:
where Tσ is a diagonal signature matrix Tσ = diag(σ), σ ∈ B 
meaning that minimizing the energy over the spin configurations s ∈ B Global balance for social networks The local search algorithm was applied to the 3 on-line social networks of Table 1 . Some ∼ 4700 replicas were computed for Epinions, ∼ 8000 for Slashdot and ∼ 18000 for WikiElections. Of these replicas, the best (in terms of δ) 606 for Epinions, 953 for Slashdot, and 1000 for WikiElections were used in our statistics. The distributions of these δ up,replica are shown in Fig. 2 . The corresponding δup = min(δ up,replica ) are given in Table 1 , where also the corresponding lower bounds on δ, δ low , are shown. That this algorithm scales well with size, and in fact that it can deal effectively with the signed social networks of dimension ∼ 10 5 used in this paper, is proved by the tiny gap left between δ low and δup, see Table 2 , which guarantees that the estimate for δ is accurate. For 2 of the 3 networks, we have essentially computed the true optimum, as δ low /δup > 0.99, while the residual gap in the third network (Slashdot, δ low /δup > 0.95) is most likely due to the lack of precision of the lower bound computation (see Supplementary Notes for mode details).
By definition, a local optimum of the energy [ 1 ] is any s such that for every user the majority of pairwise relationships are "satisfied", i.e., yield a zero contribution to [ 1 ]. Due to the ruggedness of the energy landscape, the number of local minima can be huge [27] . It is only by solving [ 2 ] that a local minimum becomes also a global optimum and, in the present context, acquires the meaning of balance value for the network. Since our computed δup is very close to the true δ, essentially all the residual conflicts in Jσ are ineliminable, i.e., they represent the real disorder of the problem. Due to the gauge equivalence, what holds in the ground state 1 for Jσ holds also in the configuration so = σ for the original J . In the optimal balance state so, a consistent fraction of users results to be completely free from tensions: from the 52.7% of WikiElections to the 83.7% for Epinions, see Table 2 . If we restrict to these users, then the identification of clusters of perfectly balanced subcommunities is straightforward, as it corresponds to determining the connected components of the subgraph of perfectly balanced users. See Supplementary Notes for details.
Statistical analysis of the level of balance For a signed graph, the amount of frustration depends on the topology of the network, on the percentage of negative edges and, most of all, on their distribution on the graph. Unlike for spin glasses on regular lattices, for heterogeneous signed networks systematic predictions of the expected frustration, given the connectivity and the percentage of negative edges, are completely missing. We observe that on the three social networks of Table 1 the fraction of negative edges is always limited (q = m − /m = 16.7 ÷ 23.6%). In terms of spin glasses, this would corresponds to a "partially ferromagnetic" quenching (more ferromagnetic than anti-ferromagnetic bonds). Obviously this leads to a lower frustration than in a spin glass with equally distributed edge signs. To evaluate if also the arrangements of the negative edges on the graph are favoring balance, we have to compare the sign arrangements on our networks with null models. In the null models we discuss here the edge signs are drawn as i.i.d. variables from a Bernoulli distribution with probability of negative sign equal to q, hereafter denoted B(q). For each of the 3 networks, 100 randomizations were performed, and the corresponding δ Table 2 ). The distribution of the δ null up is compared with δ low and δup of the true networks in Fig. 2 . It can be observed that the null models are unavoidably much more frustrated than the real social networks (Z-test, p-value ∼ 0). This means that indeed the organization of the signs in our social networks is such that tensions are largely avoided. Analogous results are obtained if the null models are constructed using a hypergeometric distribution, corresponding to reshuffling randomly the signs on the edges while keeping constant the ratio negative/positive edges, see Fig. S4 .
For our networks, the property of being much more balanced than expected goes beyond the statistical significance of a Z-test on null models. As a matter of fact, δup is even less than a Shannon-type bound which can be associated with the average frustration of our null models. For n and m sufficiently large, denoting R = n/m the rate and D = δ/m the distortion, the rate-distortion theorem (see [39] ) affirms that when the edge signs are drawn as i.i.d. variables from B(q) then the distortions achievable are in expectation lower bounded by the distortion-rate curves shown in Fig. 3 , regardless of the topology of J , see Supplementary Notes for a more rigorous formulation of these information-theoretical concepts. Distortions (and hence frustrations) that lie below this Shannon bound must be considered as obtained from edge sign assignments that are highly atypical for the probability "source" B(q). All three networks have sign arrangements that violate the Shannon bound, meaning that indeed the true "quenchings" are away from B(q) with high significance. In Fig. 3 notice that, instead, the distortions δ null low /m and δ null up /m of the null models all lie above the Shannon bounds, as expected.
Skewness of the sign distributions and its social meaning
The feature that makes our networks so atypical is the skewness of the sign distribution on the individuals. In particular, the three networks have a significant fraction of nodes that are enriched for positive or negative edges (cumulative binomial test, p-value 10 −5 ), property not shared with the null models, see Fig. 4 and Table S5 . Both fat tails of this sign distribution contribute to increase the balance of a network: the tail of positive edges because users with many friends have less enemies than expected from null models; the tail of negative edges for the opposite reason. A direct consequence of the sign skewness is that a considerable part of negative edges can be eliminated by means of gauge transformations, meaning that a vast fraction of the negative edges contribute only to the apparent disorder, not to the real frustration. On the contrary, the reduction of negative edges in the null models is always minimal, see Fig. 2 and Table 2 .
That the reduction of negative edges in passing from J to Jσ is primarily due to users with high connectivity of enemies is confirmed on all 3 networks by the signed degree distributions of Fig. S1-S3 (compare the degree distributions of negative edges in J and Jσ). In practice, a small fraction of individuals attracting a large number of negative edges contributes less to unbalance the social community than a homogeneous distribution of unfriendly relationships. The sociological interpretation of this fact is clear: unpopular individuals are easily "cast away" from the bulk of the community without creating much conflict within the community itself. Something similar does not happen for homogeneous distributions of the negative edges in the community. In conclusion, in all three networks analyzed, the local process of choosing friends/enemies induces a collective behavior which is strongly biased towards the creation of a disorder that is only apparent, thereby confirming the validity of Heider's theory for this class of networks.
Materials and Methods
The 3 signed social networks analyzed in this study were downloaded from the Stanford Network Analysis Platform (http://snap.stanford.edu/) [12]:
• Epinions: trust/distrust network among users of product review web site Epinions [40] , [13];
• Slashdot: friend/foes network of the technological news site Slashdot (Zoo feature) [41] , [12];
• WikiElections: election of admin among Wikipedia users [42] .
More details on these networks are provided in [13], see also [12] for Slashdot. The size (n) and number of edges (m) of these networks are given in Table 1 . The edges of the networks are always considered as undirected. This process leads to only a limited number of sign inconsistencies between pairs of edges Jij and Jij , see Table S1 . These inconsistencies are disregarded in our analysis.
The methods used in the paper are described in full detail on the Supplementary Notes. Data for the 3 networks described in Materials and Methods, after symmetrization (the original directed graphs are reported in Table S1 ). n and m are the number of nodes and edges of the undirected graph, m − and m + are the n. of negative and positive edges of the networks. q = m − /m is the probability of a negative edge and R = n/m is the "rate of compression" (see text and Supplementary Notes). δ low and δup are the lower and upper bounds on the global balance. These are much lower than δ null low and δ null up , the corresponding average values of balance obtained on null models generated from a Bernoulli distribution B(q). The ratio δ/m (the more conservative δup/m for us) represents the distortion, i.e., the fraction of frustrated bipartite relationships in the global balance configuration so, see Fig. 3 . For the values of δ low and δup, the ratio δ low /δup is much higher than the value achieved by popular semidefinite programming approaches to MAX-CUT (0.8785, see [43] ), meaning that our ground state algorithm is indeed quite efficient. The last column reports the number and the percentage of perfectly balanced nodes in the ground state. only one negative edge is left in the graph, and δ = 1 in this case. In [ 2 ] this optimum corresponds to choosing s A = −1, s B = s C = s D = s E = +1. Notice that counting the total number of balanced/unbalanced cycles is not a significant measure of balance. It is evident, then, that in the ground state the nodes A, D, and E are perfectly balanced while the nodes B and C have a nonnegative sum of signed edges (i.e., the global optimum is also a local optimum for each node.). Fig. 3 . Rate-distortion plots. In the rate (R = n/m) -distortion (D = δ/m) plane, the yellow curves are the Shannon bounds of the rate-distortion theorem associated to a Bernoulli distribution B(q). The region above (below) the curve is achievable (unachievable) in expectation by an edge sign assignment drawn as a length-m sequence of i.i.d. variables from B(q), compressed to a length-n sequence, and then reconstructed. The compression step is equivalent to our ground state search problem, and the distortion obtained is the frustration normalized by m. Full details on these information-theoretical aspects are provided in the Supplementary Notes. The distortion of the three true sign assignments (tip of the triangles, blue for δup and red for δ low , partially overlapping) is less than this Shannon-type bound, meaning that these edge signatures are significantly away from a typical i.i.d. sequence from B(q). The signatures used in the null models of Table 2 (tip of the triangles, green for δ null up and black for δ null low , also partially overlapping) are instead in the achievable region. Table S5 . The sign skewness of a node is computed through a cumulative binomial test (p-value 10 −5 , see Supplementary Notes). In particular, the nodes in red are adjacent to more negative than positive edges in J . Gauge transforming these nodes reduced considerably the amount of negative edges of the networks while not altering their frustration. These histograms should be compared with the corresponding histogram for a null model, shown in Fig. S7 .
